ICL-239 and ICL-244
Image Color LED Lights

PRODUCT OVERVIEW:
The ICL-239/ICL-244 modules emit light in the colours of the rainbow spectrum using 9 high intensity LEDs. Up to four lights can be connected to a single IMC-213 and are all synchronized. Colour selection can be saved when using User stores functions on a compatible Image display module.

FEATURES / BENEFITS
▪ Cycles through a color rainbow permitting the user to select and store preferred color
▪ Up to four units can be connected together via daisy chain wiring
▪ ICL-239 - physical dimensions approximately 2.30” x 3.30”, mounting hole of 1.65
▪ ICL-244 - physical dimensions approximately 3.50” x 2.50”, mounting hole of 2.50
▪ ICL-244 fits into a standard front serviceable light fixture
▪ LED lighting provides very long life
▪ Printed circuit board is conformal coated for protection against corrosion
▪ Easy to service
▪ Mini Din cable provides secure connection to module